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There are several libraries for the Google Android operating system which enable creation of cross-platform Java applications. These
libraries enable you to communicate with, and use classes and methods from the Native Development Kit (NDK). Android Java Native
Extension (JNI) is an extension to the Java programming language which provides the ability to call native machine code from within
Java programs. Many JNI interfaces are already available in the Android NDK to allow standard Java development to include machine-
native code execution. Using Android Studio from within Android, you can create and compile code for Android that runs on both
Android tablets and phones. We will be using the following JNI-related Android functionality: An Android app is a Java-based app run
in an Android environment. To create an app you will need to create an Android manifest file. Apps are subdivided into activities. A
single activity can contain one or more fragments. Activities can be displayed to the user in two ways: Activity windows, or activities
are the components that allow an app's user to navigate around the screen. Some popular activities include the Settings activity.
Fragments: A fragment is a UI component that will be "cut" from an activity. The entire UI component will be placed in a new
"conversation" with the activity, while the original activity's UI is modified to include only the fragment in question. Fragments have
child fragments, or fragments that can be displayed within the fragment. Debugging and profiling an app's UI components can help
you find where most of your app's time is being spent. Android Studio includes an app's Java source code, but it will only include the
edited source code files you have opened. To see where a single function of an app is being called from, you can use the stack trace,
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